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Abstract—Machine learning is becoming pervasive; decades
of research in neural network computation is now being
leveraged to learn patterns in data and perform computations
that are difficult to express using standard programming approaches. Recent work has demonstrated that custom hardware
accelerators for neural network processing can outperform
software implementations in both performance and power consumption. However, there is neither an agreed-upon interface to
neural network accelerators nor a consensus on neural network
hardware implementations. We present a generic set of software/hardware extensions, X-FILES, that allow for the generalpurpose integration of feedforward and feedback neural network computation in applications. The interface is independent
of the network type, configuration, and implementation. Using
these proposed extensions, we demonstrate and evaluate an
example dynamically allocated, multi-context neural network
accelerator architecture, DANA. We show that the combination
of X-FILES and our hardware prototype, DANA, enables
generic support and increased throughput for neural-networkbased computation in multi-threaded scenarios.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Neural Networks (NN) and machine learning techniques
are effective computing methods for some the most challenging sets of applications including character recognition [1],
stock market prediction [2], dynamic branch prediction [3],
automation of compiler optimization [4], and image processing [5]. Success has prompted a wide array of NN research
including:
1) Specialized hardware architectures that improve the
performance and energy efficiency of machine learning
techniques [5]–[17]
2) Schemes for extending the exploitation of NN processing to applications that are not explicitly programmed
to use them, e.g., approximate computing [18]–[23] or
auto-parallelization [24]
These diverse implementations and usage cases drive fascinating innovation. As diversity increases, however, a gap
is developing between these innovations and the state of
today’s hardware and software.1 As such it is worth con1 While we tend to shy away from off-putting hubristic analogies, we
believe the current NN hardware landscape bears similar opportunities to
the state of floating point before William Kahan and the IEEE 754 effort—
accepted as beneficial, but fragmented.
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sidering how generalized NN processing can be explicitly
integrated into today’s hardware and software environment.
Explicit integration of NN computing starts with a precisely specified hardware-software interface. Such an interface allows NN hardware diversity to expand while, at
the same time, encouraging a diverse set of software use
cases to be explored. From a hardware perspective, one
would like to see the continued exploration of the full
spectrum of NN accelerator technologies from dedicated NN
digital logic units [5]–[13], [18]–[23] to biologically inspired
analog/sub-threshold implementations [14]–[17]. Similarly,
from a software perspective, one wants to encourage both
explicit and implicit usage models to grow. In the former,
explicit case, one wants to encourage applications and libraries to easily utilize NN facilities in a fine-grained fashion
with portability across hardware technologies. In the later,
implicit case, compilers and runtime systems should, also
portably, exploit available hardware facilities to transparently
use NN processing as needed, e.g., stitching in NNs in
place of function calls to enact approximations [18]–[20] or
exploiting NNs at runtime to model an application’s behavior
and enable parallel speculations [24].
To date, hardware NN technologies have developed predominately in the context of a static and dedicated application use scenario—for the most part a single NN is being
used by a single application to do a single computation
at a time. In contrast, multiprocessing and fine-grained
threading characterize today’s general purpose computing
landscape. While the hardware/software interface need not
be predicated on a multi-context, concurrent accelerator,
such an interface would be of limited future utility if not
properly designed to support such accelerators.
Towards these goals of both generality and simultaneous
multiprocessing, we provide a clean slate approach to NN
computation broken into two distinct contributions—a set
of software/hardware extensions and a new NN accelerator
architecture:
The X-FILES Hardware/Software Extensions: We
define software/hardware Extensions for the Integration
of Machine Learning in Everyday Systems, or XFILES, that provide a standard approach to describe
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Figure 1. A multiprocessing system has processes composed of threads
managed by an operating system. We propose a set of hardware/software
extensions, the X-FILES, that enable the multi-context management of
requests by processes to execute NNs in their respective address spaces
on an underlying NN accelerator.

NN computation and interface software with underlying
NN acceleration hardware.2 The X-FILES treat the
unit of NN computation as a transaction, i.e., a request
by a process to compute the output of a network for an
input. The X-FILES software stack—user applications
and user libraries with backing supervisor/operating
system (OS) code—communicate user transactions to
an X-FILES hardware arbiter that offloads units of
NN computations to an underlying NN accelerator.
Using the X-FILES, 1) each application can construct
and use multiple NNs, 2) each NN can have arbitrary
all-to-all connectivity in its structure, including unique
input and output dimensions, and 3) an application
can issue many concurrent requests for processing
using its NNs. To concretize and realistically constrain
the X-FILES extensions we develop and present the
X-FILES as using the RoCC accelerator interface of a
RISC-V microprocessor [25]–[28].
The DANA Accelerator Architecture: We propose a new
Dynamically Allocated Neural Network Accelerator
architecture, DANA, as an example X-FILES accelerator backend. Differing from existing accelerators [5]–
[23], DANA targets concurrent execution of similar or
dissimilar NN computations. To achieve this, DANA
and the X-FILES arbiter work together to schedule
and overlap NN computation on available DANA
resources—a collection of processing elements, cached
NN configurations, and intermediate storage. DANA’s
multiprocessing capabilities support NN computation
from multiple threads/cores resulting in higher accelerator throughput.
2 We apologize for any confusion related to the choice of 1990s televisioninspired acronyms. There is no affiliation with “files” or “filesystems.” Also,
the acronym is plural and can be replaced grammatically with “extensions.”

Figure 1 illustrates our overall model and how the XFILES and DANA fit together. Processes, isolated in memory and composed of one or more threads, share underlying
computer hardware by means of an OS. Each thread uses one
or more NNs in its overarching application or to enable an alternative computing paradigm, e.g., NN-backed approximate
computing [18]–[23] or microprocessor state prediction [24].
The X-FILES software extensions provide both a user-level
API for NN computation and necessary OS data structures
and management functions to allow safe sharing of NN
configurations. The X-FILES hardware arbiter provides an
interface for user and system software extensions to manage
and execute NN computations on a backend NN accelerator.
II. X-FILES: S OFTWARE /H ARDWARE E XTENSIONS
FOR NN C OMPUTATION
Fundamentally, the X-FILES software/hardware extensions manage NN configurations and transactions in disjoint
address spaces as defined below:
Neural Network Configuration – a concise hardware and
software-friendly binary description of an NN’s structure. Each configuration is uniquely identified with an
OS-managed NN Identifier (NNID).
Neural Network Transaction – the basic unit of NN computation. A transaction encapsulates a request by a
user process to use a specific NNID, the initial communication of inputs, execution on an NN accelerator,
and final communication of outputs. A transaction may
optionally involve learning. Each NN Transaction is
identified by a Transaction Identifier (TID) assigned
by hardware.
Address Space – the set of NN configurations and other
data structures shared between a group of processes.
Each Address Space is identified by an OS-assigned
Address Space Identifier (ASID).
The X-FILES are, therefore, software/hardware extensions
that manage TIDs belonging to ASIDs that define sets of
allowable NNIDs. This management comes in the form of
user and supervisor software that directly communicates
with a hardware arbiter. The arbiter maintains the state of
all executing TIDs. A backend accelerator (of which we
provide DANA as one possibility in Section III) then works
with the arbiter to execute transactions. Figure 2 shows this
division in the context of a multicore system.
The communication of information about NNIDs, TIDs,
and ASIDs between X-FILES software running on one
or more connected cores and the hardware arbiter occurs
through two possible transfer modes:
Register Transfer – special instructions that send core register data to the accelerator
Memory Transfer – asynchronous transfers through pointers to preestablished data structures
Based on the amount of data that must be transferred,
software selects the more efficient mode. For example,
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we expect an approximate computing application with two
inputs and one output to use register transfer. Conversely, we
anticipate an image processing application with streaming,
one-time-use data to use asynchronous memory transfers.
We leave this choice of transfer mode, however, to the
developer. The short nature of supervisor requests, outlined
in more detail in a following subsection, are best suited to
register transfers.
We further subdivide memory transfers into those involving virtual or physical addresses. While this would normally
be a hard, design-time decision (as is common with similar
accelerator interfaces [29], [30]) we prefer to not restrict
the generality of the X-FILES during definition. Instead,
and as with register/memory mode, we take the view that
these transfer modes should be exposed to agents (like the
hardware designer, library writer, compiler, or OS) that can
make the most informed decision regarding interface choice.
Consequently, the option to choose between virtual and
physical addressing at compile or runtime enables us to
choose the mode that is supported by the accelerator and
suits the characteristics of the application.
As there already exist a number of transport layer interfaces for dedicated computational accelerators we standardize on one of these instead of defining our own. We select
the RoCC interface used by the RISC-V Rocket core [25]–

[28], and shown in Figure 3, due to its ready integration with
an open source ISA and hardware designs. Note, that while
we use a standardized interface to a RISC-V microprocessor,
the X-FILES are independent of transport layer and ISA.
The RoCC interface defines a set of communication lines
for transmitting/receiving register data, a full ISA instruction, status/exception bits, and direct communication with
the memory hierarchy. Using standard RISC-V extensions
for RoCC [27], we can then use dedicated instructions
to send data to/from the X-FILES arbiter. We currently
use four instructions, shown in Table I. Three bits of the
instruction “function” field, shown in Figure 4, define the
type of communication—readOrWrite denotes whether
this is a read or a write, isNew indicates that this is a new
transaction request, and isLast specifies that this is the
end of a data stream.
The X-FILES register mode uses these instructions directly. In memory mode, the arbiter accesses memory on
dedicated lines with virtual or physical addresses previously
communicated using register mode. In the virtual case, address translation occurs either locally on the arbiter (through
an arbiter TLB and page table walker) or remotely using the
core’s memory management unit (MMU).
A. X-FILES User Software
The primary user software functions, shown in the top
portion of Table II, enable user processes to access NN
computation resources:
• newWriteRequest – initiate a new NN transaction
for a specific NNID. The user process receives a TID
which it can then use to reference this transaction.

Table II
X-FILES SOFTWARE LIBRARY FUNCTIONS FOR COMMUNICATION WITH THE X-FILES ARBITER AND MANAGING THE ASID–NNID TABLE
Function
tid = newWriteRequest(nnid, type)
writeData(tid, *inputs, *expectedOutput)
readDataPoll(tid, *output)
tidKill(tid)
oldTid = setAsid(asid)
setAntp(antp, numAsids)
asidNnidTableCreate(**table)
asidNnidTableDestroy(**table)
nnid = addNnid(**table, *nnConfiguration)
removeNnid(**table, nnid)

User/Supervisor
user
user
user
user
supervisor
supervisor
supervisor
supervisor
supervisor
supervisor

writeData – referencing a TID, transmit inputs and
expected outputs (in the case of a transaction involving
learning) to NN hardware. In memory transfer mode,
this function can be circumvented with direct writes to
an IO ring buffer.
• readDataPoll – repeatedly try to read output data
for a TID until successful. As with writeData, this
function is optional in memory transfer mode.
Thereby, a complete NN transaction from the perspective
of a user process consists of a sequence of these three instructions. We additionally define the tidKill instruction
that allows a process to kill a TID in its address space.
•

B. X-FILES Supervisor Software
Supervisor software—libraries incorporated in a modified OS kernel—enables safe, multi-context access to NN
acceleration hardware and NN configurations. The RoCC
interface uses a supervisor bit that is set when a privileged
process is running. The value of this bit causes the X-FILES
arbiter to interpret the instructions in Table I differently,
specifically to modify supervisor registers on the arbiter.
Memory protection of process’ data and NN configurations occurs through the intentional OS partitioning of
processes wishing to access NN accelerator resources into
address spaces. Processes allowed to access each other’s data
and NN configurations (e.g., a parent and child) live in the
same address space and, consequently, have the same ASID.
Each interface from a core to the X-FILES arbiter has a
separate ASID register (see Figure 2). The OS sets each
of these registers with the setAsid function based on the
underlying address space of the process executing on each
core. The X-FILES arbiter then stamps any subsequent user
requests from cores with their respective ASIDs. Hardware
uses these ASIDs and TIDs (where TIDs are generated by
the arbiter) to fully disambiguate transactions.
To ensure memory protection of NN configurations we
employ a data structure called an ASID–NNID Table shown
in Figure 5. The OS creates, destroys, and manages (adds
or removes NN configurations) the ASID–NNID Table with
the supervisor functions in Table II. Upon creation of or a
change to the ASID–NNID Table, the OS uses setAntp to

Description
Initiate a new transaction of specific type, returning a TID
For register mode, write input data and, optionally, training data
For register mode, try to read output data until successful
Kills an executing transaction
Change the ASID returning the old TID to the OS for storage
Set the ASID–NNID Table Pointer and the number of ASIDs
ASID–NNID Table constructor
ASID–NNID Table destructor
Adds an NN Configuration to an existing ASID–NNID Table
Remove a specific NNID from an exsiting ASID–NNID Table
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Num ASIDs
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*NN Configuration
*NN Configuration
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*ASID-NNID Num NNIDs *IO Queue
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Figure 5. ASID–NNID Table used for NNID memory protection. An
ASID–NNID Table Pointer, stored in the X-FILES arbiter and set by the
OS, points to one specific ASID–NNID Table. This ASID–NNID Table
contains one entry per ASID that points to an NNID dereference table
(where NNIDs can be translated to NN Configuration addresses) and an IO
Queue (containing some status bits and pointers to IO ring buffers). The
X-FILES arbiter also stores the number of ASIDs allowing it to detect an
invalid ASID outside the bounds of the table. The OS assigns ASIDs and
NNIDs sequentially enabling their use for ASID–NNID Table indexing.

change the ASID–NNID Table Pointer (ANTP), an arbiter
register that points to the memory location of the ASID–
NNID Table. After receiving a valid ANTP, the arbiter uses
this to find an NN configuration in memory. The setAntp
function also sets a register indicating the number of valid
ASIDs. Due to the sequentially assigned nature of ASIDs,
the arbiter can use the number of valid ASIDs to prevent
reading beyond the end of the ANTP.
The ASID–NNID Table consists of groups of pointers to
NN configurations indexed by ASID and NNID. This rigid
structure enables the OS to place hard restrictions on which
NNIDs are accessible by each ASID. Each ASID entry also
contains a pointer to a set of IO ring buffers. In memory
transfer mode, these ring buffers are used to asynchronously
transfer data between a core and the arbiter.
C. X-FILES Hardware Arbiter
The X-FILES arbiter (Figure 2) provides an interface
between user processes wanting to execute NN transactions
and the actual accelerator hardware. When a new transaction
arrives, the arbiter enters this in a Transaction Queue—a
FIFO structure of not-yet-executing transactions. In the event

of the Transaction Queue being full, the arbiter asserts the
RoCC interface busy bit indicating that it cannot accept new
transactions. The arbiter’s Transaction Table pulls transactions from the queue and acts as a record of the state of all
transactions executing on the backend NN accelerator. Due
to the tight integration of the Transaction Table with the
underlying accelerator we discuss this in more detail within
the context of DANA in Section III-C.
When the backend accelerator, DANA or similar, indicates that it has free resources to execute transactions, the
X-FILES arbiter selects a transaction, communicates the
transaction state to the accelerator, and updates the transaction state. When the accelerator needs access to memory
resources (primarily to load a specific NN configuration),
the X-FILES arbiter uses an ASID–NNID Table Walker to
ensure memory protection. Inevitable exceptional cases in
the arbiter or NN accelerator are communicated through
the RoCC interrupt interface back to a core where they are
resolved by the OS.
III. DANA: A N ACCELERATOR FOR THE X-FILES
The X-FILES hardware/software extensions form only
part of a complete system for general-purpose NN
computing—the X-FILES need a backend accelerator to
execute NN transactions. Since existing NN accelerator
architectures [5]–[23] focus on single-processing of transactions, we developed a new architecture better aligned with
the X-FILES’ multiprocessing capabilities. We view this
simultaneous multiprocessing quality as a necessary requirement of future accelerator architectures for two reasons:
1) Application-specific NN computing techniques will require an increasing number of simultaneous NN transactions, e.g., an NN image processing backend with
a separate NN per user [5] or microprocessor state
prediction using ASC [24]
2) Several concurrent applications will integrate NN computation or adopt NN-backed techniques to improve
energy efficiency, e.g., approximate computing [18]–
[23]
To meet these requirements, we propose DANA, a
Dynamically Allocated Neural Network Accelerator. DANA
reads the Transaction Table of the X-FILES arbiter and
dynamically assigns logical neurons to fixed Processing
Elements (PEs). As the design space of accelerators that
interface with the X-FILES is exceedingly large, we make
some initial assumptions about DANA:
• DANA uses a binary NN configuration format similar
to that used by FANN [31].
• DANA’s underlying computational units support only
one type of NN flavor, multilayer perceptrons (MLPs),
with 32-bit fixed point arithmetic and all-to-all NN
topologies.
• DANA supports only feedforward NN computation.
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Figure 6. Architecture of DANA. Control logic dynamically allocates
processing elements to neurons of executing NN transactions read from
the X-FILES arbiter. Inputs and outputs are stored in per-transaction
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By extending the NN configuration structure and the range
of operations supported by the PEs, additional NN flavors
can be supported, e.g., Convolutional Neural Networks.
DANA’s control logic can be extended to update its local
NN configuration and thereby enable hardware incremental
or batch learning directly in hardware.
DANA’s current version consists of five distinct architectural components shown in Figure 6:
• A Transaction Table, located inside the X-FILES arbiter (Figure 2), that maintains the state of all currently
executing NN transactions (Section III-C)
• A Configuration Cache that stores recently used NN
Configurations to exploit temporal reuse of specific
NNs (Section III-D)
• A Register File storing intermediate outputs (Section III-E)
• A number of Processing Elements (PEs) that perform
the operation of one neuron (Section III-F)
• Control Logic that maps logical neurons of transactions to physical PEs and facilitates communication between the X-FILES arbiter and DANA (Section III-G)
A. Example Transaction Execution on DANA
To demonstrate the basic operation of DANA, consider
an X-FILES arbiter with one valid NN transaction. This NN
transaction is characterized by its ASID, TID, and NNID.
Initially, this transaction is in an unknown state with
regards to whether its corresponding configuration (specifying the layer, neuron, and weight information) is loaded
in DANA’s Configuration Cache. Control logic queries the
Configuration Cache to see if the required configuration
is available. On a miss, the cache reserves an entry in
the Configuration Cache Table—a unit that stores the state
of Configuration Cache entries—and requests the missing
NN Configuration from the X-FILES arbiter. The X-FILES
arbiter then uses the ASID–NNID Table Walker to load

Block Width

this configuration through a core’s memory hierarchy. Upon
receiving this NN Configuration information, the Configuration Cache stores it in a local memory. The cache sends
a ready response to the X-FILES arbiter updating this
transactions’ state to valid, i.e., “ready to be executed.” This
ready response also contains auxiliary information about
global NN configuration, i.e., the total number of layers and
neurons, the number of fractional bits used in the fixed point
representation, and the cache memory location of (a pointer
to) the first NN weight.
DANA then begins processing the first hidden layer of
this NN transaction. DANA queries the Configuration Cache
for layer-specific information and updates the Transaction
Table. Control logic reserves registers in the register file to
store the intermediate outputs of this layer (one for each
neuron in the layer). Control logic then assigns the first
neuron in the NN to an unallocated PE. PE assignment
involves setting various flags and fields for that PE as well
as communicating the locations of its inputs and where the
PE should send its outputs. This information is stored in a
PE Table with one entry for each PE. Each cycle, the control
logic selects the next neuron in the hidden layer and assigns
it to a free PE so long as free PEs exist. In our current
DANA implementation, one PE is assigned per cycle due
to limited bandwidth between control logic and PEs. With
additional control logic and PE reservation stations, multiple
PE assignments can occur per cycle.
After allocation, PEs operate independently of DANA’s
control logic. The PE Table keeps a record of where each
PEs inputs are sourced, where its outputs will be sent, and
what address it should request from the Configuration Cache
for its weights. PE inputs and outputs can be read from
or written to private IO memory (for inputs and outputs
of the NN transaction) or to registers in the Register File
(for intermediate hidden layer outputs). In case multiple PEs
need to read inputs/weights or are ready to output data, they
use round robin arbitration to decide which PE gets priority.
Currently, only one PE has priority, however, this can be extended to two simultaneous accesses by utilizing both ports
of dual-ported storage elements. Additional improvements
can come from adding multiple memory banks, overclocking
the memory, or grouping like accesses from PEs. After
receiving inputs and weights, a PE begins executing. After
a multi-cycle processing operation, the PE sends its output
to the register file or to output IO memory. This process
continues until all logical neurons of a transaction have
been mapped to PEs. The Transaction Table then marks the
transaction as done and its outputs can be returned to the
initiating process.
B. Block and Element Organization
DANA operates on wide groups of data, called blocks,
composed of multiple 32-bit data elements, as shown in
Figure 7. The choice of block width affects all modules that

element 3
Figure 7.

element 2 element 1

element 0

Organization of a block with four elements.

exchange data. For example, when a PE requests new inputs,
that PE is actually requesting a block from IO memory or
the Register File. We made this design decision to reduce
requests by PEs for input and weight data and is reflected
by increased performance for larger block sizes.
C. Transaction Table
The Transaction Table stores information about all inflight NN Transactions. Each entry in the Transaction Table is broken down into Transaction Status Bits, global
Transaction Information (e.g., TID, total number of layers),
and Transaction Progress (e.g., the current layer being
processed) as shown in Figure 8.
There are a total of seven Transaction Status Bits. The
nnValid, nnReserved, and nnDone bits respectively
signify whether or not an entry is valid, reserved and
waiting for inputs, or if the NN transaction for this entry
has completed execution. The regFileNeedsRegs bit
asserts when this entry needs to reserve register blocks in the
Register File where intermediate layer outputs will be stored.
Reserved blocks form a non-contiguous linked list, hence,
the regFileNeedsNext bits assert when this transaction
entry needs to know the next reserved register block in the
list. The cacheValid and cacheWait bits are used to
determine when the state of the Configuration Cache is valid
and if the control logic is waiting on the cache to load a
configuration from memory.
Transaction Information fields identify the ASID, TID,
the NNID, and configuration parameters for the whole NN,
i.e., the fixed point precision binary point and the total
number of layers and neurons. The Transaction Progress
fields define which layer and overall neuron are currently
being processed. Additionally, these fields store the current
neuron within the layer and the total number of neurons in
the current layer. Together, the in-layer current neuron field
and total neurons field determine when an NN transaction
layer is done and when new layer information from the
Configuration Cache is needed. Progress fields also store
a pointer to the configuration of the current neuron in the
Configuration Cache. This pointer is passed to a PE during
allocation. Finally, input and output register block indices
are maintained.
Each entry in the Transaction Table has private IO memory for inputs and outputs. PEs assigned to process the
neurons in the first hidden layer of an NN read their inputs
from IO memory. PEs assigned to process the neurons in
the last layer of an NN output data to IO memory.
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Figure 8. Organization of a Transaction Table entry consisting of Transaction Status Bits, Transaction Information, and Transaction Progress. Also shown
are a Configuration Cache entry, a Register File entry, and a Processing Element table entry.
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Figure 9. The condensed FANN configuration format consists of four sections: Info, containing global NN information, Layers, containing layer information
and a pointer to the first neuron configuration for that layer, Neurons, containing neuron-specific information, and Weights, containing all weights for a
neuron. All sections and all weights for a given neuron are aligned on block boundaries.

D. Configuration Cache
The Configuration Cache stores recently used NN configurations in dedicated per-entry memory. We store NN
configurations locally to exploit temporal locality of NN
configurations in existing application workloads, e.g., approximate computing [18]–[23] or ASC [24]. Each configuration, shown in Figure 9, is a reduced binary representation
of the FANN configuration data structure consisting of four
sections: Global Info, Layer Info, Neuron Info, and Weight
Info. The global Info section contains data applicable to the
whole NN and populates the Transaction Information part
of a Transaction Table entry. The Layers section, containing
layer specific information and a pointer to the first neuron in
the layer, is loaded into the Transaction Table as each layer
is processed. The Neurons section defines neuron-specific
parameters—the number of weights, a pointer to the first
weight for this neuron, as well as computation parameters
(the activation function, steepness, and bias)—accessed by
the PEs. The Weights section contains a list of all NN
weights and is read by PEs.
An NN configuration is stored using the same parameterized element–block structure described in Section III-B. We
align the Info block, first Layer block, first Neuron block,
and the start of each weight block on a block boundary to
prevent unaligned access overheads. Our alignment approach
does incur storage overheads due to empty space arising
from forced block alignment.
Each Configuration Cache entry contains state information, shown in Figure 8, and a private storage area for the
NN Configuration. State information includes a valid bit,

an NNID field, notification information fields (notify and
notifyIdx) and an inUseCount field. On a Configuration Cache miss, a memory or core access is generated
with the help of the X-FILES arbiter. We maintain an
InUseCount field that tracks the number of transactions
using a specific cache entry. Only unused cache entries can
be evicted from the cache on a Configuration Cache miss.
When a request for a specific NNID arrives, a cache miss
causes the notify bit to be set and notifyIdx field to
record the index of the Transaction Table entry requesting
that NNID. Once the cache has successfully loaded the
requested configuration, it generates a response to DANA’s
control logic indicating its validity.
While our current version requires that NN configurations
fit in one Configuration Cache memory, we plan to support
larger NN configurations in a future extension. Specifically,
the Configuration Cache will work with the X-FILES arbiter
to load a new set of weights from memory whenever needed.
E. Register File
DANA uses a Register File to store intermediate outputs.
Each entry in the register file contains one block of register
elements and some metadata. Register blocks are reserved by
DANA’s control logic before an NN layer begins execution
to ensure that each allocated PE has a dedicated location
to write its output. Control logic will consequently not start
processing an NN layer until there are enough free register
blocks. To accommodate the case when there are more
outputs in a layer than registers in a block, the Register File
implements a forward linked list. Each Register File entry

contains an isLast bit that indicates if it is the last in a
list as well as a nextPtr field that holds the index of the
next register block in a list. PEs understand this and will
load, as needed, all blocks in a list.
We implement the Register File using a dual-ported
memory array. Surrounding combinational logic enables a
two-cycle element write (with input data forwarding for the
consecutive write case) and one-cycle block read. Register
block reads and writes are initiated by PEs independently of
the control logic. The Register File returns register blocks
and metadata to requesting PEs. The PEs use this metadata
to know if this is the last block they need to process, which
block they should request next, and what entry is last in a
partially filled block. Each Register File entry (see Figure 8)
maintains the number of expected reads (numWaiting) for
a particular block. By enforcing our all-to-all connectivity
restriction, we know that this value should initially be set to
the number of neurons in the next layer. As the Register File
receives PE read requests, this count is decremented. Once
the read count for a block reaches zero, the Register File
invalidates that entry and DANA’s control logic is free to
reuse it for other intermediate data storage. In case multiple
PEs want to access the register file at the same time, roundrobin arbitration is used to choose a PE.
F. Processing Elements (PEs)
Each PE performs one MLP neuron computation—the
application of an activation function (AF) to an input–weight
inner product:


X
output = AF 
Inputi × Weighti 
All Inputs i

DANA’s control logic handles PE selection and assignment. During assignment, DANA’s control logic provides
the selected PE with configuration information, i.e., the
number of fixed point fractional bits, the number of input–
weight pairs the PE needs to process, and the locations
of its inputs, outputs, and weights. After assignment, PEs
operate autonomously. PEs request inputs from the Register
File or IO memory and weights/neuron-specific information
(i.e., activation function, sigmoid steepness, and bias) from
the Configuration Cache. If multiple PEs need input and
weight data, one is chosen using round robin arbitration. A
PE computes a partial input–weight inner product whenever
it has a valid block of inputs and weights.
As each multiplication doubles the original bit width,
products are truncated to the original fixed point precision
by arithmetically right shifting by the value of the binary
point. Note that this does introduce a bias towards negative
infinity due to the asymmetry of truncation rounding in
two’s complement. To avoid unnecessary logical complexity
from arbitrary shifts, the allowed number of fixed point
bits is currently limited to 7–13. We determined these

binary point values using the FANN library, which selects
a maximum binary point value that will not generate fixed
point accumulator overflow for the NN configurations used
in our evaluation (see Table III).
A PE generates requests for more input–weight pairs
as needed. When finished, the inner product is passed
to a PE-local activation function unit that performs a 7part piecewise linear approximation of a sigmoid (output
values are [0, 1]) or a symmetric sigmoid (output values
are [−1, 1]). Piecewise linear parameters are stored in PElocal look-up-tables (LUTs). Consequently, new activation
functions can be supported with additional LUT entries. The
steepness of the activation function (set when the NN is
allocated) is limited to powers of 2 between 1/16 and 8.
When computation finishes and the output has been sent to
its destination, the PE transitions to an unallocated state and
can be reallocated by DANA’s control logic.
G. Control Logic
DANA’s control logic handles all tasks related to processing entries in the Transaction Table. This includes choosing which Transaction Table entry to process, generating
requests to setup the Configuration Cache, reserving blocks
in the Register File, and assigning neurons to PEs. Every
clock cycle, the control logic selects a transaction from
the Transaction Table using round robin arbitration. Control
logic then performs one of the following actions in order of
decreasing precedence:
1) Cache Response – If the control logic has received
a response from the Configuration Cache the control
logic updates the associated Transaction Table entry.
2) Register File Response – If the Register File responds
with an index to a reserved register, the control logic
updates the associated transaction.
3) Cache Check – If this is a new transaction, the control
logic doesn’t know if its NN configuration is in the
Configuration Cache. The control logic queries the
Configuration Cache to find out if it has the specific
NN configuration.
4) Cache Query – If the selected transaction needs new
layer information, the control logic queries the Configuration Cache.
5) Register File Request – If a layer needs registers to
be reserved, the control logic sends a request to the
Register File.
6) PE Allocation – The control logic allocates a free PE
to the next logical neuron of a chosen transaction.
DANA’s control logic repeats these operations so long as
there are valid entries in the Transaction Table.
IV. E VALUATION OF THE DANA A RCHITECTURE
We designed a parameterized, SystemVerilog version of
the dominant computational portions of X-FILES/DANA
hardware, specifically, a Transaction Table and DANA. We

Table III
NN CONFIGURATIONS FROM BENCHMARK APPLICATIONS USED TO EVALUATE A SUBSET OF POSSIBLE DANA ARCHITECTURES .

Area
ASC [24]

Approximate
Computing
[18]–[20]
Physics [32]

Application

Configuration

Size

Description

3sum
collatz
ll
rsa

85 × 16 × 85
40 × 16 × 40
144 × 16 × 144
30 × 30 × 30

large
large
large
large

Test if a multiset satisfies 3-subset-sum property
Search for counterexamples to the Collatz conjecture
Compute energies of linked list of Ising spin systems
Brute-force prime factorization

blackscholes
fft
inversek2j
jmeint
jpeg
kmeans
sobel

6×8×8×1
1×4×4×2
2×8×2
18 × 16 × 2
64 × 16 × 64
6 × 16 × 16 × 1
9×8×1

small
small
small
medium
large
medium
small

Financial option pricing
Fast Fourier Transform
Inverse kinematics
Triangle intersection detection
JPEG image compression
k-means clustering
3 × 3 Sobel filter

large

EDIP approximation of DFT potential energy

edip

192 × 16 × 1

excluded other X-FILES hardware components from this
evaluation due to their pass-through nature (Transaction
Queue and ASID–NNID Table Walker) or their small architectural footprint (supervisor registers). We determined
this system’s power consumption and maximum operating
frequency with a 40nm GlobalFoundries process and Synopsys standard cells using Cadence SOC Encounter. We
considered all memory blocks (IO Storage, Cache Storage,
and the Register File) as black box SRAMs and computed
their power with Cacti [33]. We evaluated the performance of
DANA using Modelsim, with clock periods corresponding
to the placed-and-routed design, when executing NN configurations taken from application workloads found in the
literature (see Table III). We also provide a short comparison
with a pure-software implementation of large NNs running
on a simulated processor. We primarily focus on the evaluation of the simultaneous multiprocessing components of our
architectural contributions (X-FILES arbiter and DANA) to
highlight how this architecture aligns with our envisioned
trend towards many processes wanting to access NN accelerator resources. Additionally, by designing an architecture
with multiprocessing in mind, we can improve the overall
throughput of the accelerator.
For our design space exploration, we varied the number of
PEs for block sizes of four and eight while measuring power
and performance. Each power data point was computed
using a separate run of our ASIC toolflow with different
DANA parameters. Other architectural parameters were held
constant at two Transaction Table entries, four Configuration
Cache entries, 32KB of cache storage per entry, and 64
total register elements. Table III shows a list of the NN
configurations, taken from recent MLP configurations used
in approximate computing [18]–[20], microprocessor state
prediction [24], and science [32] applications. Figure 10
shows the average power consumption for each point in the
DANA design space. The associated performance, quantified
as transaction processing time, is also shown.

Overall, the cache was the dominant contributor to the
total power for the design space that we investigated.
Power consumption grows approximately linearly as we
increase the number of PEs. This linearity, while somewhat
unexpected, can be explained due to the architecture. All
PEs share a dedicated communication bus where only one
PE can generate requests for data to other modules per
cycle. Consequently, adding PEs increases the total PE logic
linearly, but does not affect any other modules. The power
consumed by the Control Logic, Transaction Table, and
Register File is less than 10% of the total power due to
the small size of their storage arrays and the limited logic
footprint of these elements. When moving from four to eight
elements per block we see a mean speedup of 28% with an
included mean increase in clock period of 2%.
To demonstrate that DANA can efficiently process disparate workloads and that the multiprocessing nature of
DANA is sound, we explore the throughput of DANA under
different application workloads. We define throughput as
the average number of NN edges (input–weight products)
computed per cycle for the duration of an application’s
runtime excluding IO and cache loading overheads. We only
count edges towards throughput as these are the only mathematically required operations (less activation functions) of
NN computation. We purposefully exclude architecturallydependent operations (e.g. PE queries of the Configuration
Cache) to provide a hard comparison against an ideal NN
accelerator not limited by architectural constraints.
Figure 11 shows the throughput when executing singleapplication workloads from the NNs in Table III. The theoretical maximum throughput is approximately equal to the
number of PEs after considering processing overheads and
the cost of computing an activation function. Throughput expectedly varies with application and design space variations.
A dominant factor is the amount of independent work that
each PE can execute and how frequently it needs new data.
Independent work can be viewed as the number of incident
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Figure 10. Average power per module (bar plot) and processing time (line plot) of different NN configurations, listed in Table III, when running exclusively
(i.e., one NN at a time) on DANA architectures with 1–11 processing elements and four or eight elements per block.
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DANA’s throughput, measured in edges per cycle, when executing one instance of an NN transaction.

edges to each logical neuron and is a characteristic of NN
topology. For example, the wide difference in throughput
between edip and inversek2j is due to the amount of
work that each neuron must perform. Only considering the
hidden layer, each neuron in edip computes 192 input–
weight products while each inversek2j neuron only
performs two. The underlying topology of inversek2j
causes setup overhead—allocating a PE, having the PE
request neuron information from the Configuration Cache—
to be of similar duration to the actual computation and hence,
drive down throughput.

Increasing the block width can help amortize communication costs (as input or weight data requests will happen
less frequently) as evidenced by the increasing performance and throughput of eight elements per block vs four.
However, block width does not help small networks like
inversek2j. Increasing the available bandwidth between
the PEs and the Register File/IO Storage and/or the Configuration Cache does not help if it does not fetch more work for
a PE. Our current implementation only supports a single PE
data access per cycle, but this is not a fundamental limit
as all memories are dual-ported. Increasing the effective
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bandwidth beyond two accesses requires data replication,
memory overclocking, or grouping like PE requests together.
While we see dramatically different throughput for different applications, we postulate that the inefficiencies of
an NN like inversek2j can be amortized if running a
transaction with more computational work per neuron. To
test this, we evaluated DANA when running simultaneous
NN processing workloads for representative large (edip),
medium (kmeans), and small (fft) NNs. Results are
shown in the Figure 12. Running disparate workloads results
in a small loss in maximum individual throughput, e.g.,
running edip with fft yields a lower throughput than
just running edip alone. However, and critically, running
two instances of the same transaction results in throughput
speedups as high as 30% (for two edip transactions) and
6% on average. These results are shown in Figure 13.
In certain cases we do see a noticeable throughput decrease, specifically for the case of a DANA instance with
eight PEs running edip-kmeans with four elements per
block or edip-edip with eight elements per block. In both
of these tests, the first edip transaction starts slightly ahead
of the other transaction. The control logic’s round robin
arbitration allocates the output neuron of the first edip
transaction before all neurons in that transaction’s hidden
layer have finished. The long running nature of an edip
hidden neuron causes this output PE to sit idle while its
inputs from the hidden layer are computed. This throughput
slowdown is exacerbated by the fact that both edip and
kmeans have hidden layer sizes that are multiples of the
number of PEs causing them to run efficiently back to back.
Restricting PE allocation to only occur after all neurons in
the previous layer have finished remedies this problem.
Overall, these results indicate that exposing more than

Table IV
E NERGY, DELAY, AND EDP REDUCTIONS WHEN EXECUTING NN S ON
DANA COMPARED TO A PURELY SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION .
NN

Energy

Delay

EDP

3sum
collatz
ll
rsa

7×
8×
6×
6×

95×
106×
88×
88×

664×
826×
569×
566×

one transaction to DANA allows better utilization of computational resources. Conversely, an NN accelerator without
multithreading support must execute separate NN transactions sequentially and cannot assign unused computational
resources to other transactions.
Finally, we evaluated the power–performance of our
DANA architecture compared to the FANN library running
on a single core (one Intel SCC core) using the gem5
simulator [34]. The only software optimization used is
FANN’s built in software pipelining. These results are shown
in Table IV. We estimate DANA–memory latency as 100ns
plus the time it takes DANA to read data blocks from a
clock crossing FIFO at its own clock rate. As expected,
our dedicated hardware implementation uses an order of
magnitude less energy and is two orders of magnitude
faster than a software implementation running on a generalpurpose processor.
In summary, these improvements indicate the soundness
of the DANA architecture and its ability to enable NN transaction multiprocessing. DANA’s throughput can be further
improved by increasing internal communication bandwidth,
allowing multiple PEs to be allocated per cycle, and improving PE allocation logic.
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V. R ELATED W ORK
A. Accelerator Interfaces and Management
The work proposed in this paper does not define a
transport layer (like RoCC [25]–[27] or AXI [35]), but a
set of extensions that live on top of the transport layer. In
this respect, the X-FILES are related to similar extensions
or frameworks like HiPPAI [29] and ARC [30]. However,
the needs of HiPPAI and ARC are distinctly different from
the X-FILES. HiPPAI is strictly focused on reducing the
overheads associated with using hardware accelerators while

ARC is concerned with the management of a sea of similar
or dissimilar accelerators in a multicore system. In our
model, we deal with an accelerator which, due to the temporal locality of NN configuration information, has some benefit being shared simultaneously between multiple threads
or cores as opposed to being shared in time. Furthermore,
the underlying accelerator architecture (as we demonstrate
with DANA) can benefit from running in a simultaneous
multiprocessing mode that increases the throughput of the
underlying resource. Similar to VEAL [36], we provide a
way of abstracting away the underlying hardware resources

from the world of a software developer. However, we provide
a complete description of access models involving register
and memory transfers to better enable the library writer or
hardware designer to choose the best interface mode on a
per-application basis.
B. Neural Network Accelerators
Much work has already been completed on the design
of dedicated hardware for acceleration of MLPs [18]–
[23] or other types of NNs, be they Convolutional Neural
Networks [5]–[9], Deep Belief Networks [10]–[12], Hierarchical Model and X [13], or more biologically accurate
models [14]–[17]. We, however, propose what we believe
is the first instance of an NN accelerator architecture that
supports the simultaneous execution of multiple NNs. While
evaluated only on MLP workloads, the generic nature of
the architecture (that it processes arbitrary graphs described
by an NN configuration) makes it highly extensible to
other NN flavors like Convolutional Neural Networks and
Deep Belief Networks. We view DANA, and the clear
definition of the X-FILES, as an additional step towards
wide adoption of NN-like and machine learning computation
in everyday workloads through tight integration with modern
microprocessor architectures.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose the X-FILES, a set of hardware/software
extensions for general machine learning computation, and
DANA, a new NN accelerator architecture that supports
simultaneous multiprocessing of NN transactions. The XFILES provide a generic way to describe and communicate
NN transactions to a shared NN accelerator resource. By
nature, the X-FILES expose multiple possible transactions
to a backend accelerator. Our new accelerator architecture,
DANA, takes advantage of this to simultaneously process
multiple NN transactions and improve its overall throughput.
While DANA was only evaluated on MLPs, the X-FILES
are independent of NN flavor and DANA can be modified
to support multiple NN types through planned extensions
for Convolutional Neural Networks, Deep Belief Networks,
and other NN types. Additionally, extensions to DANA
to provide core-assisted or hardware learning are anticipated. Furthermore, other uniprocessing or multiprocessing
accelerators aligning with our NN transaction model can
be interfaced and used with the X-FILES. We view this
work as an additional step, furthering that of others, towards
generalizing the way in which NN computation is described,
viewed, and managed by software, operating systems, and
underlying NN accelerator architectures.
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